
Wednesday 

L3 English



Reading as a reader

- Familiarise pupils with coordinating conjunctions 

- Read the information text. 

- Understand the information text. 

- Answer the questions linking to the text. 

- Peer mark.



•For
•And 
•Nor
•But
•Or 
•Yet
•So

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hIVL38Is5Ac&ab_channel=Gram
marsaurus

Coordinating conjunctions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIVL38Is5Ac&ab_channel=Grammarsaurus


Build a robot to defeat the dragon

The fire breathing dragon is an evil villain who wants to devour the world. Although, he is massive, you can defeat him. You would become
an amazing hero. If you are intelligent, creative and brave, follow these instructions to defeat this vile enemy.

You will need:

 A clean work area

 An orange hammer

 A metal bin

 An indigo metal

 A pack of screws

 A pair of Nike trainers

What you need to do:

1. First, make sure your work area is neat and tidy. You cannot be creative if there is mess everywhere.

2. Then, hammer the indigo metal to make the robot’s body.

3. Sneakily, steal your neighbour’s bin for the head during the night.

4. Next, screw the robot head onto the top of its body.

5. Carefully, put the Nike trainers on the feet.

6. Following this, climb on top of the robot and switch it on.

7. When the robot ready, ask it to do a dab.

8. Finally, peek out of the window and feel reassured as you watch your robot easily defeat the dragon.

Top tip:

• If the robot doesn’t listen to your instructions, ask it to do a dab.

Reading as a reader 



Build a robot to defeat the dragon

The fire breathing dragon is an evil villain who wants to destroy the world.  Although he is massive, you can defeat him and become a hero. If you 

are intelligent, creative, and brave, follow these instructions to defeat this horrible enemy.

You will need: 

 A clean work area  

 An orange hammer 

 A metal bin 

 An indigo metal

 A pack of screws 

 A pair of Nike trainers 

What you need to do:

1. First, make sure your work area is neat and tidy. You cannot be creative if there is mess everywhere.

2. Then, hammer the indigo metal to make the robot’s body. 

3. Sneakily, steal your neighbour’s bin for the head during the night. 

4. Next, screw the robot head onto the top of its body.

5. Carefully, put the Nike trainers on the feet. 

6. After that, climb on top of the robot and switch it on.

7. When the robot ready, ask it to do a dab.

8. Finally, peek out of the window and feel safe as you watch your robot easily defeat the dragon.

Top tip:

• If the robot doesn’t listen to your instructions, ask it to do a dab. 



Reading as a reader 
Read the text and answer the questions 

E – Explain why is the dragon a villain?

V – What does the word ‘defeat’ mean?

R – How can you become a hero?

I – Why does the author use sub-headings?

I – Why must you make sure your work area is neat and tidy?

V – What does ‘sneakily’ mean?

E – ‘Peek out of the window and feel reassured’. Explain why you think the author 

used this phrase.

I – Do you think the robot will defeat the dragon?  Why? 

Group A



Reading as a reader – questions 

Read the text and answer the questions 

E – Why is the dragon a villain?

R – How can you become a hero?

V – What does the word ‘defeat’ mean?

I – Why should the work area be neat and tidy?

V - What does ‘sneakily’ mean?

R – How do you switch on the robot?

Group B


